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Biophylaxis Hellas S.A., dedicated to the field of stem cells, has
further expanded its scope of services, by providing to future
parents the possibility to store mesenchymal stem cells, derived
from cord blood tissue, and more specifically, from Wharton’s
Jelly.

What are mesenchymal stem cells?
Mesenchymal stem cells have the following characteristics:

Plasticity, which is the ability to differentiate into different types
of tissue
Ability to expand
Low immune response. This property is believed to be responsible
for the fact that these cells can be used also by non-compatible
individuals

The umbilical cord is an important
importa source of mesenchymal stem cells,
substitute respective cells derived from
which cells could potentially
pote
bone marrow.
contrast to other sources, mesenchymal stem cells from cord tissue
In co
appear similar to embryonic cells with regards to their increased ability
to expand. Additionally, they are easily and painlessly collected, at
birth, in contrast to the painful techniques which require retrieval
from bone marrow. Finally, the quantity of stem cells which are
isolated is much larger in comparison to other adult tissue sources,
i.e. from dental pulp.
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The Process
Directly upon completion of birth,
the Obstetrician cuts a portion of
the umbilical cord and places it in
a specially designated temperature
controlled kit, provided by Biophylaxis.
The cord sample is transported to
Biophylaxis’ laboratories, where the
processing, isolation, and storage of the mesenchymal stem cells from the
umbilical cord (Wharton’s Jelly) takes place.

The possible future clinical applications
of mesenchymal stem cells appears to be
continuously expanding into various areas of
intensive scientific research, such as
In regenerative medicine and tissue repair, especially of organs,
joints, cartilage and neurons
In plastic surgery for rejuvenation of muscle or fat tissue, i.e. after
mastectomy or burn
In cardiovascular disease, and more specifically, in acute myocardial
infarction
In transplants of hematopoietic cells as additional graft in order
to avoid GVHD
In autoimmune diseases such as Muscular Sclerosis
In degenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s Disease
As a gene “transport vehicle” with specific targets with an aim to
repair genetic anomalies

Important to know …
The storage of mesenchymal stems does not replace cord blood stem
cells. The reasoning is because cord blood stem cells (CD34+) are not
found in cord tissue (Wharton’s Jelly).
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This is an independent opportunity, which, when combined with the
storage of cord blood stem cells, allows the maximization of extracting
all the present stem cells identified and available in the umbilical cord,
and as a result, to have these different types of stem cells stored. These
stem cells will be available for future usage, based on scientific know
how, in a potentially vast array of diseases and applications.
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